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Season 3, Episode 22
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Vengeance



A former high school football star is murdered at a reunion, the CSIs must find the killer. The victim was the big man on campus in high school and there are a lot of guests at the reunion with reasons to resent him all these years. Now, the team must investigate everyone, from the head cheerleader to the school misfit, to see who held a decade-old grudge big enough to kill. Meanwhile, Horatio and Delko arrive at a crime scene and discover that it's already been processed, leading Horatio to uncover further information about his brother possibly being alive.
Quest roles:
Jonathan Togo(Ryan Wolfe), Rex Linn(Frank Tripp), Holt McCallany(Detective John Hagen), Max Martini(Bob Keaton), Lance Reddick(FBI Agent David Park), Kimiko Gelman(Dr. Nicole Talcott), Andre Royo(Julio Pena), Marcus Patrick(Luis Rivera), Dylan Neal(Patrick Hale), Megan Ward(Jennie Hale), Katy Selverstone(Michelle Day), Richard Speight Jr.(Kevin Banks), Jessica D. Stone(Krystal Sneed), Paul Fitzgerald(Dan Winslet), Eli Danker(Richard Thomason), Christian Monzon(Officer McCue), Nick Jaine(Asst. M.E. Scott Sanders), Tyler Goucher(Young Patrick), Gregory Mikurak(Young Dan)


Writer:
unknown


Director:
unknown


Release date:
9 May 2005, 22:00
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